JACL Bowlers ready for 13th Nat'l

Wakamatsu calls for 50,000 in JACL Ranks

DETROIT. — An important key man in the National JACL Bowling Tournament — President Shig Wakamatsu, opening the door to a national membership of 50,000—a goal bartered and discussed forever, but to be achieved only if every single person present at all JACL conventions were to attend.

Wakamatsu announced that he is determined to make the JACL Bowling Tournament a reality and that he is certain that all JACL members will join in making it a success. He stressed that this is not just a matter of numbers, but of quality, and emphasized the need for each member to do his part in achieving the goal.

JACL-sponsored bill repealing Idaho anti-miscegenation laws passes both houses

SAN FRANCISCO. — A total of 150 bowlers fromlibraries stacional in the San Francisco Bay Area, representing 25 clubs and 135 libraries, are participating in the 20th annual bowling tournament of the San Francisco Bay Area JACL.

The tournament, which was held over the weekend, featured a variety of events for both men and women, including singles, doubles, and team competitions. The tournament was organized by the San Francisco Bay Area JACL, with the support of the San Francisco Library Association.

Conferences and conventions held in 1958

Inaba, Ishikawa named co-chairmen of convention

NEW YORK. — General chairman Al Hayashi announced the appointment of two new co-chairmen for the 1958 JACL Convention, to be held in Honolulu, Hawaii, this summer, as an integral part of the national convention. The co-chairmen are Inaba and Ishikawa, who will be responsible for the convention's planning and management.

San Francisco hits 450 in memberships

GO FOR BROKEN FIlM

Sought for Showing

VICTORVILLE, Calif. — The famous film "Go For Broken" at the April meeting will be shown at the San Francisco Library Association's annual convention. The film was directed by H.H. Nakata and produced by the San Francisco library.

Chief pharmacist

PRESNO. — Dr. Merilu Motoko, who was appointed chief pharmacist of the newly dedicated $40,000,000 Western National Cathedral Hospital, has been named the new director of the hospital.
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Ye Editor's Desk

9 IT APPEARS THE dream of gaining the JVCM membership of 50,000 JACL members, which was suggested on the eve of evacuation in 1942, is smallish for Shig Wakamatsu has accepted the challenge, which was suggested by a nationally known authority on juvenile delinquency and a man who understands, Benjamin Eilewatt, who was the main speaker at the Cincinnati JACL convention. Why shouldn't JACL—especially with its prestige and aims—be roaring for 50,000 members out of a total national population of 120,000,000 persons of Japanese ancestry?

The suggestion of shooting for 50,000 is "thinking big," which can only result in "acting big," truly "big" with the understanding of keeping the observance of Brotherhood Week alive through the year. The attacks by American Nationalist pinpoint the importance of minorities—the Negro, Jews and immigrant foreigners. Now Shig Wakamatsu has accepted the prospect of 50,000 JACL members out of a total national population of 120,000,000 persons of Japanese ancestry.

The suggestion of 50,000 JACL members is a realistic approach to the "Tips on Your Career" and activities which includes discussion, panel forum, recreational sports and harmless to young people. Registration fee of $1 covers all nights of lodging and all meals. It was accepted. Applications may be made with the JACL Conference Committee, care of JACL Regional Office, 258 E. 1st St., Los Angeles.

The conference is primarily devoted to "外交部""abora"" and emphasizes Japanese cultural customs. (2) Testifies to the Orient's goodwill and (4) offers an opportunity to meet people.

2nd annual Hi-Co conference Apr. 3-5 at Forest Homes

Becoming more and more traditional in the point of time, the annual Hi-Co Conference sponsored by the Pacific Southwest District Committee was well attended after the Easter holidays. Apr. 3-5, Forest Homes Conference Grounds east of Redlands in the San Bernardino Mountains.

June Nakamura and Naomi Fukuda, program co-chairmen, have outlined a general agenda of activities which includes discussion, panel forum, recreational sports and harmless to young people. Registration fee of $1 covers all nights of lodging and all meals. It was accepted. Applications may be made with the Hi-Co Conference Committee, care of JACL Regional Office, 258 E. 1st St.
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Hiroshima social worker completes thesis on adjustment of soldier brides in Milwaukee, limits survey to JACL members

by Bill Hosokawa

Denver, Colo.

HOUSING GUARANTEED—The Colorado State Housing Authority has used pending construction funds to implement the law fully, and the state doesn’t have already overcrowded.

lice officials for enforcement. Under-it, regulation of more housing discrimination would be placed with the Colo­

in good condition, studies show prices are as likely to

groups are forced to live in crowded conditions , in sub­

The committee’s chairman is Arthur Ballantine, 

SUPPORT—Representative Allen’s bill has picked up a good deal of public and organized support during the three weeks since it was introduced. One of the more powerful voices behind it is that of the Colorado Advisory Committee on Civil Rights, a five-member committee appointed by the Federal Civil Rights Com­mission. The committee held a series of hearings in Den­ner, then issued a preliminary report which called hous­ing discrimination, Colorado’s biggest unsolved and most touchy civil rights problem.”

The report went on to say members of minority groups are forced to live in crowded conditions in sub­standard housing, because they are unable to afford the kind of housing they can afford to buy or rent. The housing problem cannot be solved without areas now generally assigned to minority groups because they are already overcrowded.

“The only satisfactory way to meet the problem,” the report said, “is to end discrimination in housing on a statewide basis—to make available homes in well­built areas to all decent, self­respecting families who

In her apartment now, but when she first arrived she was sponsored by Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cassady, 4320 E. Providence Ave. “I was treated well by my mother’s friends,” smiled the grateful Connie. “I have a very nice home, a nice place to live, a very nice refrigerator.”

By Bill Frying

Friday, Feb. 27, 1959

One of the most extensive Japanese鬼收藏 collections in the Orient belongs to Minoru K. Ozaki of Kennewick, Wash. His collection of items such as 354 E. Sixth St., San Pedro, Calif., was treated as one group and studied as a whole. The parents also develop a common interest in other things.

Nisei philatelist reports find of stamp error

SIDNEY O. OZAKI--Perhaps the most exciting professional experience of this month was the discovery made one collector alert to his unusual and important items. This report is by Milton K. Ozaki of Kennewick, Wash.

In an event the California col­

There are 25 war brides in Milwaukee for every 100 war veterans. They are rated “excellent” in con­

10 years old. The parents also develop a common interest in other things.

Pioneer Isssei in floral mardi gras

SAN FRANCISCO—Koichi Oka­

nearly assigned to minority groups because they are already overcrowded.

The committee’s chairman is Arthur Ballantine, newspaper publisher from Durango, and son-in-law of John Cowles, publisher of the Minneapolis Tribune and Star.

Other women had similar questions, asking Connie if she had developed a headband for her horse." She knows I have established Japanese," Connie said. "I always say, 'I have a very nice home, a very nice refrigerator.'"

In her apartment, Connie lives with three other people. "It’s a very
dependable." Connie said. "I think it’s a good sign of adjustment.”
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Wakamatsu
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After six months of gasping for breath in the rarefied atmosphere of the national hierarchy, we have been made keenly aware of our limitations and inadequacies. In fact, the San Francisco Center, as a mere embryo, is embarrassed that he savored for a fleeting moment the “sweet smell of success.” Very soon however, the button, we were deluged with bulletins, reports, inquisitions of every conceivable purpose, sty.

...PACtFIC CITIZEN

... 111at membership drives will continue to be monumental the “sweet smell of success.” Very soon however, the button, we were deluged with bulletins, reports, inquisition of every conceivable purpose, sty.

...ects to augment the ever faithful old regulars. Able and vigorous and vitality of each JACL chapter reflects the degree of this participation ...

...issue in December. Well oiled with Central Cal’s homey hos...

...important than we have a right to be. It’s always risky to men...

...These two most difficult are:

...the drive is con...

...high of...

...17,000 mark in 1959.

...However, this job of corraling the young people are dropping the spectators role in JACL...

...Tie and Garter upon Bill’s invitation, which satisfied the "sweet smell of success." Very soon however, the button, we were deluged with bulletins, reports, inqui...

...The truth of the matter is the the desires of the young people are dropping the spectators role in JACL...
Kayasuga bowls 300 at Holiday

If the top 300 games rolled within the space of two months at Holiday Bowl is an indication of things to come at the 11th annual National JACL Bowling Tournament, a wholesale slaughter of records can be expected next week.

Hiro Kayasuga, southpaw kegler of some 13 years from Motomachi, Industry, held the game of the weekend, according to his 300 game at Holiday Bowl, 183-265-122, which gave him victory in the class.

Aye singles competition, for three games each and one additional game, was won by George Vaughn's Gayway Bowl in Payette and possibly the 13th annual National JACL Bowling Tournament, a wholesale slaughter of records can be expected next week.

Top women's team, Holiday Bowl, sports a women's division of 64 teams followed by defending champion California Lanes. This year the women's division of the tournament will have 64 teams.

We were nosed out for the 255-245-234 all comers in the class. Aye singles competition, for three games each and one additional game, was won by George Vaughn's Gayway Bowl in Payette and possibly the 13th annual National JACL Bowling Tournament, a wholesale slaughter of records can be expected next week.

White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., will host the 12th annual JACL in the summer of 1960, the first 300 at Holiday was the Northwest women's team title. (Ogawa Photo.)

DALE'S FOODMARKETS

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

We Carry a Good Variety of Japanese Food Items

At PACOMA Store: 9721 Laurel Canyon Road
At RESEDA Store: 13061 Tampa

CAL-VITA PRODUCE CO., Inc.

FRUITS & VEGETABLES

114 Weller St., Los Angeles 12 MA 8-7060

Empire Printing Co.

COMMERCIAL & SOCIAL PRINTING

114 Weller St., Los Angeles 12 MA 8-7060

JACL tournament bowlers—

Continued from Front Page

Subway with 364. The better is defending champion, plans sponsored by Seigou Nakamura.

Top women's team, Holiday Bowl, sports a women's division of 64 teams followed by defending champion California Lanes. This year the women's division of the tournament will have 64 teams.

White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., will host the 12th annual JACL in the summer of 1960, the first 300 at Holiday was the Northwest women's team title. (Ogawa Photo.)

HIGURASHI BCWING SHIRTS 881

KAMEHAMEHA No. 2

Bob Watanabe was tournament chairman.

Jim Wada marked a mighty 7-10 split, hailed on record as the best in tournament history at Holiday Bowl Feb. 13-14 but were nosed out for the 255-245-234 all comers in the class. Aye singles competition, for three games each and one additional game, was won by George Vaughn's Gayway Bowl in Payette and possibly the 13th annual National JACL Bowling Tournament, a wholesale slaughter of records can be expected next week.

California bowlers of San Jose, a 963-tom, blasted games of 190-1033-989-3024 in the 11th annual Sacramento JACL Bowling Tournament, a wholesale slaughter of records can be expected next week.

We were nosed out for the 255-245-234 all comers in the class. Aye singles competition, for three games each and one additional game, was won by George Vaughn's Gayway Bowl in Payette and possibly the 13th annual National JACL Bowling Tournament, a wholesale slaughter of records can be expected next week.

Hiro Kayasuga, southpaw kegler of some 13 years from Motomachi, Industry, held the game of the weekend, according to his 300 game at Holiday Bowl, 183-265-122, which gave him victory in the class.

Aye singles competition, for three games each and one additional game, was won by George Vaughn's Gayway Bowl in Payette and possibly the 13th annual National JACL Bowling Tournament, a wholesale slaughter of records can be expected next week.
Bellevue Nisei Club's $1,000

PERSONAL FEALties being what they are, how to start this little piece but to adopt the manner of the jubilation attending the receipt of the check that two weeks ago this column said it expected good news from the east coast community of Bellevue about this time.

Then perhaps it would be good was a matter of confident expectation: We could only dream on whether it would be good was a matter of boding on whether they say in D강산.

Last Friday, Feb. 20, the Bellevue Nisei Club voted to contribute $1,000 to the Seattle JACL's special fund earmarked to advance repeat of the doomed alien land law of the State of Washington. It is expected that the first announcement and presentation of the check will be taking place at the Seattle Chapter's annual installation dinner tonight.

The Bellevue group is small in numbers, and without a doubt, dig deep into the treasury to make the symbolic contribution. The magnanimous gesture, both gratifying and reassuring.

As they do in the situation is the same as it was in California, where a popular vote on an amendment to the state constitution was necessary to bring about repeal of an alien land law statutes. Greatest problem is the raising of funds to finance the campaign to convince California's hearts and minds. The club hopes that the Californians raised some $30,000 or more in successfully promoting the passage of Proposition 13.

An idea of the magnitude of the task becomes apparent when it is pointed out that while the JACL chapters in California amounted based on reasons which for the most part in the pages of world history on May 10, when it arrives at Yokohama. See your Travel Agent.
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Caucus members are outnumbered by other groups." The Kanto region reflects the thinking behind that argument in these words:

"The reduction of a racial heterogeneity in the Territory, appears based on reasons which for the most part are rarely expressed frankly and openly. With the entire free world looking to the United States for moral and spiritual leadership, the committee does not believe that the 8th Congress, with details to a group of men, who have met every historic test of qualifying for statesmanship merely because of the ancestry of a part of that group.

In Hawaii, this has been thoroughly American in word, thought, and deed for a century and longer. Its American in word, thought, and deed, a century and more recently, in Korea. In every generation, Hawaii has created a community stand on a basis of full equality with every other American community.
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WASHINGTON—Democratic Congres-
swomens Edith Green of Ore-
goose and New York Congress-
woman Irene E. Youngstrom have pre-
pared a bill which is now pending in the House Judiciary Committee. The bill would authorize the Secretary of the Interior to acquire lands in the Hawaiian Islands for the purposes of establishing a national park. The bill has been referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and is expected to be acted upon soon. The Secretary of the Interior has already been authorized to purchase lands for the purpose of establishing a national park in Hawaii. The bill would facilitate the acquisition of additional lands and would provide for the establishment of a national park system in Hawaii.